**RULES FOR SANTA SEARCH**

1. Hunt runs until 24th December 2020 covering all roads coloured RED on the map below.
2. To complete the Search you must spot the Santa Hat in shop windows around Walton Town Centre. Example below.
3. Once you spot a hat in a window, you know that inside the shop - or somewhere else on the window - another sticker is hidden. This is a Santa with a unique number. Example below.
4. Find that Santa number on the form and fill in the shop name along the dotted line.
5. Once you’ve completed the Search, post your form into the James Neave special Christmas letter box.
6. Your completed form will be entered into a draw with the chance to win a £100 voucher! Remember to fill in your name and email address on the form.
7. Contact WoTTA on 077202-44555 or email contact.wotta@gmail.com if you have any questions or need any clues :-)

**IMAGE IN WINDOW**

Area of Hunt (the roads shown in red)

**IMAGE HIDDEN INSIDE OR OUTSIDE**
* Take a selfie at Santa 6, then post - tagging @PRWoTTA on Twitter or Facebook - and join in the fun!